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Acc. No : 41449
Call No : 005.13 HOF-J

Dive into the latest release of the Swift programming
language with this advanced development book for
building highly performant applications. About This
Book Harness the latest and most advanced features of
Swift 4 to develop quality iOS and macOS applications
Comprehensive coverage of all the advanced features of
Swift and guidance on advanced design techniques Dive
deep into protocol extensions, learn new error handling
model, and use featured Swift design patterns to write
more efficient code Get to grips with advanced design
techniques to write smarter, cleaner Swift code Who
This book is for developers who want to delve into the
newest version of Swift. If you are a developer who
learns best by looking at and…
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Acc. No : 41448
Call No : 005.133 THA-J

Leverage the power of machine learning and deep
learning to extract information from text data About
This Book. Implement Machine Learning and Deep
Learning techniques for efficient natural language
processing. Get started with NLTK and implement NLP in
your applications with ease. Understand and interpret
human languages with the power of text analysis via
Python Who This Book Is For This book is intended for
Python developers who wish to start with natural
language processing and want to make their applications
smarter by implementing NLP in them. What You Will
Learn. Focus on Python programming paradigms, which
are used to develop NLP applications. Understand
corpus analysis and…
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Acc. No : 41208
Call No : 006.8 PAN-E

Despite popular forays into augmented and virtual
reality in recent years, spatial computing still sits on the
cusp of mainstream use. Developers, artists, and
designers looking to enter this field today have few
places to turn for expert guidance. In this book, Erin
Pangilinan, Steve Lukas, and Vasanth Mohan examine
the AR and VR development pipeline and provide handson practice to help you hone your skills. Through stepby-step tutorials, you’ll learn how to build practical
applications and experiences grounded in theory and
backed by industry use cases. In each section of the
book, industry specialists, including Timoni West, Victor
Prisacariu, and Nicolas Meuleau, join the authors to
explain the technology behind…
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Acc. No : 41255
Call No : 204.2 EVE-S

Social scientists who study religion generally believe that
social networks play a central role in religious life.
However, most studies draw on measures that are
relatively poor proxies for capturing the effects of social
networks. This book illustrates how researchers can
draw on formal social network analysis methods to
explore the interplay of networks and religion. The
book's introductory chapters provide overviews of the
social scientific study of religion and social network
analysis. The remaining chapters explore a variety of
topics current in the social scientific study of religion, as
well as introducing a variety of social network theories
and methods, such as balance theory, ego-network
analysis, exponential random graph models, and…
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Acc. No : 40687
Call No : 300.72 WAR-M

This volume provides a practical introduction to the
method of maximum likelihood as used in social science
research. Ward and Ahlquist focus on applied
computation in R and use real social science data from
actual, published research. Unique among books at this
level, it develops simulation-based tools for model
evaluation and selection alongside statistical inference.
The book covers standard models for categorical data as
well as counts, duration data, and strategies for dealing
with data missingness. By working through examples,
math, and code, the authors build an understanding
about the contexts in which maximum likelihood
methods are useful and develop skills in translating
mathematical statements into executable…
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Acc. No : 40844
Call No : 305.42 SHA-L

'We're not the future. We're doing it right now.‘ Young
people are uniting across the world to create change,
have their voices heard and stand up for what they
believe in. In this bold and brilliantly inspiring book,
Lauren Sharkey profiles the powerful stories and
achievements of 52 young women who are working to
improve the lives of people across the globe. Some are
active in feminist issues like period poverty or political
problems such as police brutality and LGBTQ+ rights;
while others are working in science, conservation and
diversity. Yet whether it be Twitter campaigns or lifesaving apps, their great ideas are all changing the world
as we know it. Illustrated by Manjit Thapp, this is a
must-have for young women who would like to…
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Acc. No : 40860
Call No : 306.461 FRA-G

To be alive is to be in perpetual change: growing,
healing, learning, aging. In Shapeshifters, award-winning
writer and doctor Gavin Francis considers the
transformations in mind and body that continue across
the arc of human life. Some of these changes we have
little choice about. We can't avoid puberty, the
menopause, or our hair turning grey. Others may be
welcome milestones along our path - a much-wanted
pregnancy, a cancer cured, or a long-awaited transition
to another gender. We may find ourselves turning down
dark paths, towards the cruel distortions of anorexia, or
the shifting sands of memory loss. New technologies can
upgrade us, and even without them our bodies can
transform in rare, almost magical, ways - with gigantism,
or the sun-sensitivity and…
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Acc. No : 40650
Call No : 324.21 LOX-J

Life after Dictatorship launches a new research agenda
on authoritarian successor parties worldwide.
Authoritarian successor parties are parties that emerge
from authoritarian regimes, but that operate after a
transition to democracy. They are one of the most
common but overlooked features of the global
democratic landscape. They are major actors in Africa,
Asia, Europe, and Latin America, and they have been
voted back into office in over one-half of all third-wave
democracies. This book presents a new set of terms,
definitions, and research questions designed to travel
across regions, and presents new data on these parties'
prevalence and frequent return to power. With chapters
from leading Africanists, Asianists, Europeanists, and…
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Acc. No : 41228
Call No : 332.1109 PIX-J

When the Federal Reserve, European Central Bank and
Bank of England purchased bank and state debt during
the 2007–2008 crisis, it became apparent that, when
technically divorced from fiscal policy, monetary policy
cannot revive but only prevent economic activity
deteriorating further. Pixley explains how conflicting
social forces shape the diverse, complex relations of
central banks to the money production of democracies
and the immense money creation by capitalist banking.
Central banks are never politically neutral and, despite
unfair demands, are unable to prevent collapses to debt
deflation or credit asset inflation. They can produce
debilitating depressions but not the recoveries desired
in democracies and…
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Acc. No : 40512
Call No : 362.8398 CHA-P

The Refugee Woman examines the Partition of 1947 by
engaging with the cultural imagination of the ‘refugee
woman’ in West Bengal, particularly in three significant
texts of the Partition of Bengal Ritwik Ghatak’s film
Meghe Dhaka Tara; and two novels, Jyotirmoyee Devi’s
Epar Ganga, Opar Ganga and Sabitri Roy’s Swaralipi. It
shows that the figure of the refugee woman, animated
by the history of the political left and refugee
movements and shaped by powerful cultural narratives,
can contest and reconstitute the very political
imagination of ‘woman’ that emerged through the long
history of dominant cultural nationalisms. The reading it
offers elucidates some of the complexities of nationalist,
communal and…
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Acc. No : 40430
Call No : 427 CHO-B
The second edition of the book, with its emending and
updated text, provides a glimpse into the English life
and culture, starting from the middle ages to the
twenty-first century. As the English life and culture are
inextricably interwoven with the literary traditions of
England and its myriad aspects, this study provides
significant insights into the field of English literature
and the contexts it emerges from. The text begins with
a description of English life and culture from the
Medieval period to the Renaissance. The author gives a
masterly analysis of such subjects as Feudalism,
Medieval Drama and literature, the Renaissance, the
Reformation and most significantly, the Elizabethan
Theatre. A new sub-section on…
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Acc. No : 41347
Call No : 512.02 PAL-P

An algebraic structure consists of a set of elements, with
some rule of combining them, or some special property
of selected subsets of the entire set. Many algebraic
structures, such as vector space and group, come to
everyday use of a modern physicist. Catering to the
needs of graduate students and researchers in the field
of mathematical physics and theoretical physics, this
comprehensive and valuable text discusses the essential
concepts of algebraic structures such as metric space,
group, modular numbers, algebraic integers, field, vector
space, Boolean algebra, measure space and Lebesgue
integral. Important topics including finite and infinite
dimensional vector spaces, finite groups and their
representations, unitary groups and…
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Acc. No : 41370
Call No : 530.143 GEL-F

This modern text combines fundamental principles with
advanced topics and recent techniques in a rigorous and
self-contained
treatment
of
quantum
field
theory.Beginning with a review of basic principles,
starting with quantum mechanics and special relativity,
students can refresh their knowledge of elementary
aspects of quantum field theory and perturbative
calculations in the Standard Model. Results and tools
relevant to many applications are covered, including
canonical quantization, path integrals, non-Abelian
gauge theories, and the renormalization group.
Advanced topics are explored, with detail given on
effective field theories, quantum anomalies, stable
extended field configurations, lattice field theory, and…
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Acc. No : 41159
Call No : 541 HOF-A

This textbook covers the fundamentals of physical
chemistry, explaining the concepts in an accessible way
and guiding the readers in a step-by-step manner. The
contents are broadly divided into two sections: the
classical physico-chemical topics and the fabric of matter
and its interactions with radiation. Particular care has
been taken in the presentation of the algebraic parts of
physico-chemical concepts, so that the readers can
easily follow the explanations and re-work relevant
discussion and derivations with pen and paper. The book
is accompanied by a rich mathematical appendix. Each
chapter includes a selection of exercises and problems,
so that students can practice and apply the learned
topics. An appendix with solutions allows for…
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Acc. No : 41124
Call No : 570.15195 RAS-V
Third Edition of the Fundamentals of Biostatistics, rich in
contents through the addition of some useful chapters,
provides an in depth yet basic knowledge of Biostatistics
and its applications to students at graduate and
postgraduate levels who are pursuing subjects like
Zoology,
Botany,
Microbiology,
Agriculture,
Environmental Biology, Public Health, Medical, Nursing
and Paramedical, etc . The author's approach
throughout has been to make the subject
comprehensible even to those students who do not have
the mathematical background. The book, written in
simple language, illustrates the problems that one
commonly comes across in everyday life. The real life
examples taken from biological and…
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Acc. No : 41313
Call No : 615.37 RIC-C
A comprehensive overview of the current research on
inflammation
and
immunopharmacology,
with
particular attention to the use of anti-inflammatory
drugs, this book discusses future trends in this area of
pharmacological research. It addresses an audience with
basic knowledge in the inflammatory process, immune
system and pharmacology. The book meets the needs of
graduate students, junior and senior researchers and is
useful as a source of the most current information for
those already working in these fields. In recent years,
the notable advancements in our understanding of the
immune system, the huge body of accumulating
evidence on the pharmacology of the immune responses
and…
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Acc. No : 41282
Call No : 620.1180 CAR-L
Over the last three decades, the evolution of techniques
for the experimental testing of composite materials has
struggled to keep up with the advances and broadening
areas of application of the composite materials
themselves. In recent years, however, much work has
been done to consolidate and better understand the test
methods being used. Finally, a consensus regarding the
best available methods exists, and definitive
recommendations can be made.
Experimental
Characterization of Advanced Composite Materials
provides a succinct, authoritative treatment of the best
available methods for determining the mechanical
properties, thermal expansion coefficients, and fracture
and strength data for composite…
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Acc. No : 41474
Call No : 621.3848 HUE-G
Discover the concepts, architectures, components, tools,
and techniques needed to design millimeter-wave
circuits for current and emerging wireless system
applications. Focusing on applications in 5G,
connectivity, radar, and more, leading experts in radio
frequency integrated circuit design provide a
comprehensive treatment of cutting-edge physical-layer
technologies for radio frequency transceivers specifically RF, analog, mixed-signal, and digital circuits
and architectures. The full design chain is covered, from
system design requirements through to building blocks,
transceivers, and process technology. Gain insight into
the key novelties of 5G through authoritative chapters
on massive MIMO and phased arrays, and…
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Acc. No : 41364
Call No : 628.445 BAL-P
This volume discusses how small bioreactors can
produce useful biogas and compost from biodegradable
waste. The authors identify which biodegradable wastes
are optimal for small bioreactors, and how these choices
can be used to increase bioreactor productivity.
Additionally, readers will learn about how the amount
and composition of biogas is estimated, the
concentration of biodegradable waste that needs to be
supplied to a bioreactor, the development of small
bioreactors including the ratio of cost to the obtained
benefits, and the nature of biodegradable wastes
generated by both small farms and large food industry
enterprises. The beginning chapters explain what
biodegradable waste is, show how to predict how…
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Acc. No : 40944
Call No : 650.1 SWA-O
You may have an Oscar winning screenplay and a star
studded cast, but no scene is shot without “action.”
Successful people who turn their dreams into reality do
so with extraordinary hard work. Drawing from his years
of experience as a serial entrepreneur who built and
nurtured a number of startups into multimillion dollar
enterprises, bestselling author Om Swami opens up in
this book like never before. The Heart of Success is yet
another masterpiece from the monk who actually sold
his Porsche and picked up a pen for a living. No matter
who you are an entrepreneur or an aspiring one, a
management graduate on your first internship or a
seasoned manager by the time you finish reading this
book, you will be better equipped to succeed in…
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Acc. No : 41227
Call No : 658.4 MAN-M
New-gen organizations are different in their design,
structure, culture and processes; new-gen employees
are different in their attitudes, aspirations and behavior
they need to be managed differently. With the
development of new-gen organizations and the
emergence of new-gen professionals, there is a need to
document the behavioral issues and concerns of these
workplaces. Cases in Organizational Behavior presents
120 cases from the new-gen workplace that provide the
readers insights into ‘the good, the bad and the ugly’
facets of the corporate lives of new-gen professionals.
Based on real-life work experiences of corporate
executives working with indigenous or multinational
organizations operating in…
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Acc. No : 41200
Call No : 720.47 PEA-A
The second edition of Sustainable Buildings and
Infrastructure continues to provide students with an
introduction to the principles and practices of
sustainability as they apply to the construction sector,
including both buildings and infrastructure systems. As
a textbook, it is aimed at students taking courses in
construction management and the built environment,
but it is also designed to be a useful reference for
practitioners involved in implementing sustainability in
their projects or firms. Case studies, best practices and
highlights of cutting edge research are included
throughout, making the book both a core reference and
a practical guide. This book is a tool for those who seek
to change the architecture, engineering and…
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Acc. No : 39781
Call No : 808.859 RUP-A
Inspiring Speeches from the Greatest Leaders is a
magnificently curated collection of some of the most
imaginatively spoken words from our leaders from
Napoleon to Hitler and from Alexander the Great to
Gandhi whose speeches have stood the test of time and
helped society to evolve and individuals to live and
breathe without fear. For generations, men and women
have been inspired by the oratory of their leaders.
Transcending geographical barriers, their words have
moved people and impacted civilizations.
When
Alexander and Great exhorted thus, come and then, add
the rest of Asia to what you already posses, it inspired
his battered army to victory, when Martin Luther King
had a dream, it woke up entire humanity and…
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Acc. No : 39759
Call No : 891.4414 BAN-D
An abiding love of nature lies at the root of all of
Rabindranath Tagore’s works. Thousands of pages have
been written in appreciation of his writings on nature.
However, Tagore has not commonly been considered
relevant to the current environmental debate. Using the
lens of ecocriticism, the author shows us how Tagore
brings up important issues regarding the imbalanced
relationship between man and nature, decades before
the concept had been formally introduced.
Rabindranath Tagore: A Life of Intimacy with Nature
differs from earlier works in its exploration of Tagore’s
quest to nurture the delicate relationship between the
human and natural realms of existence, consciously and
consistently. The book shows how an…
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Acc. No : 40421
Call No : 915.404 MUR-T
An extraordinary book that combines travel- and
history-writing with brilliant storytelling to give us a
portrait of Mumtaz Mahal, in whose memory Shah
Jahan built the Taj and also a portrait of India before it
was changed by liberalization. In the early 1980s,
researching for his bestselling novel taj, author timeri
tim murari began the first of his journeys in the
footsteps of arjumand band, the precocious daughter of
a Mughal nobleman. Arjumand went on to become
Mumtaz Mahal, chief consort of emperor Shah Japan
and Empress of the Mughal kingdom until her death in
1631, giving birth to their fourteenth child. Over the
next two decades, the grieving emperor had the Taj
Mahal built in her memory their final resting place and…
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Acc. No : 35379
Call No : FICTION BRA-M
Look for your sister after each dive. Never forget. If you
see her, you are safe. 'Hana and her little sister emi are
part of an island community of haenyeo, women who
make their living from diving deep into the sea off the
southernmost tip of Korea. One day Hana sees a
Japanese soldier heading for where emi is guarding the
day’s catch on the beach. Her mother has told her again
and again never to be caught alone with one. Terrified
for her sister, Hana swims as hard as she can for the
shore. So begins the story of two sisters suddenly and
violently separated by war. Switch-backing between
Hana in 1943 and emi as an old woman today, white
chrysanthemum takes us into a dark and devastating
corner of history. But pulling us back into the light are
two women whose love for one another…
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Acc. No : 35585
Call No : FICTION WAR-J
An intimate portrait of a family and an epic tale of hope
and struggle, Sing, Unburied, Sing examines the ugly
truths at the heart of the American story and the power
and limitations of family bonds. Jojo is 13 years old and
trying to understand what it means to be a man. His
mother, Leonie, is in constant conflict with herself and
those around her. She is black and her children's father
is white. Embattled in ways that reflect the brutal reality
of her circumstances, she wants to be a better mother
but can't put her children above her own needs,
especially her drug use. When the children's father is
released from prison, Leonie packs her kids and a friend
into her car and drives north to the heart of Mississippi
and…
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Acc. No : 31794
Call No : FICTION BLY-E (Young Learners)
In the Magic Faraway tree series, Joe, Beth, and Frannie
move to a new house next to a forest where they
discover a tree full of magical creatures: pixies, gnomes,
talking animals, and more. The tree stretches into the
clouds and connects tree climbers to an endless number
of lands that are swirling above the clouds. Some of the
lands are delightfully fun, but some are dangerous and
there's always the risk that the land will spin away from
the tree and the children will be stuck there forever. In
the later two books, a cousin and friend join the three
kids on delirious adventures, and the parents are oddly
fine with the kids disappearing with strange beings
Moon face and Saucepan Man for an entire day. Each
book is like a series of short stories about…
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Acc. No : 39732
Call No : 823.92 MAL-A (Young Learners)
A visit to see his grandfather is about to Jolt ten-yearold Advik. Narada, the celestial Messenger, drops by in
the dead of night to ask for help on behalf of the gods.
The truth he is to discover about himself will bring him
face to face with the dreaded harkasura and his hordes.
What will he choose to do, especially when his
grandfather life is on the line. A spellbinding
mythological adventure into a world of asura, astray
and mantras, riddles and death-defying fights. Ten year
old Advik comes from the US to India, and what is
meant to be a quiet trip is about to jolt him! Did he
ever imagine that Narada, the celestia messanger would
pay him a visit in the dead of night to ask for help on
behalf of the gods! That the truth he is to discover
about himself would bring him face to face with the
dreaded…
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Acc. No : 40227
Call No : FICTION VAC-B (Young Learners)
A story about four friends, a city in need of help, a
bunch of clueless groan-ups and a very angry, very
brown and very dangerous cloud. Amni wakes up one
morning to find the sky taken over by a huge brown
cloud. Where did this cloud appear from suddenly? Even
as she and her friends Mithil, Tammy and Andrew start
finding out more, their city of Mumbai starts reeling
from the changes the cloud brings to the weather. Bhura
Cloudus, as the media calls it, contains noxious gases,
causes scalding rain to fall, makes birds flee the city, and
suffocates every living thing. What will Mota Bhai, the
powerful politician, do now? Can Vidisha and Bidisha,
the scientist twins, find a solution? And what about
superstar Pavan Kumar and the amazing…
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